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As an economically strong and future-oriented family-owned company, BLANCO has been addressing ecological
and social issues for more than 25 years. This is why BLANCO does not place the three areas of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) in a hierarchical order but attaches equal priority to all of them. Economy, ecology and the
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social environment are all an integral part of the BLANCO culture and approach.
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Frank Gfrörer
CEO
“BLANCO is a brand that business partners and consumers can trust. This trust is not just based on our aspiration to
pursue sustainable business management: it is also because our customers rate our products very highly since they are
especially durable, carefully designed and ultimately have a lasting impact on the way people use their kitchens.”
Rüdiger Böhle
CFO
“As a family business we take social responsibility very seriously, in terms of both our employees and the regions in which
we live and work. As an employer it’s important for us to ensure our employees are satisfied, and we support this by
means of a wide range of voluntary benefits such as needs-oriented working hours models, holistic health management and
extensive professional development programmes. We’re involved in numerous social and cultural institutions in the local
municipalities in which our business units are located.”
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CTO, Head of Environmental Protection
“At BLANCO, sustainability in all its facets is firmly anchored throughout the entire value creation chain. Ecological aspects –
such as our changeover to modern, energy-efficient LED lighting – are just as much a permanent focus as meeting economic
sustainability objectives, which we are also able to do by tapping into the benefits of digital transformation.”
Kerstin Richter
Safety & Environment
“Saving resources and making efficient use of energy is not a short-lived trend
as far as we’re concerned; it’s part and parcel of our corporate philosophy.
To us it’s absolutely imperative to protect the environment and its treasures.”
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Marke BLANCO

BLANCO
the company

– Corporate Guidelines –

People, Teamwork and Leadership
People, Teamwork and Leadership are essential factors for our
company’s success.

Corporate culture
embraced in practice

We act with integrity and respect ethical values.
We are committed, competent and professional in our contribution to BLANCO.
We work efficiently, result- and solution-oriented.
We take responsibility and use the given freedom to act.
We are customer oriented both outside and inside the Company.
We are mutually supportive, reliable and resolute.
We listen to each other and communicate in an open and friendly manner.

Our corporate culture

We give clear and adequate feedback within an appropriate time.
We use constructive criticism to foster further development.
We work together in a mind-set of partnership, esteem and trust.

Our aim is to embrace a corporate culture that promotes

We talk with each other and not about each other.
We remain flexible and courageously pursue the goal of continuous improvement.

hard work, reliability, honesty and solidarity, commitment
and an awareness of quality. This culture also reflects a sense

In addition for BLANCO management positions:
We lead goal-oriented, and in a challenging and supporting way.

of responsibility towards employees, customers and suppliers

We praise and criticise constructively.

as well as the social and natural environment. A sound

We motivate ourselves and others to reach the highest level of performance.

corporate culture is defined by respect and loyalty.

BLANCO objectives.

We delegate responsibility together with authority.

We create a working environment which fosters innovation.
We are exemplary people.

status: April 2012

We think and act beyond our field of operation in accordance with
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Corporate culture
embraced in practice

Values
Our values express our beliefs and ideals. They guide our philosophy and actions in every way – with business partners,
customers, suppliers and competitors as well as with the general public, shareholders and our employees. They reflect the
Family Charta and the BLANCO brand as well as our guidelines and recruitment priorities.

The
BLANCO
brand

ESP
guidelines

Values

Responsibility

Commitment

We take responsibility for our actions and we believe in

We demonstrate initiative and a high level of commitment

economic, ecological and social sustainability. We attach

in serving our customers. We aim to achieve ongoing

importance to integrity and ethical values; we adhere to the

improvement based on a constructive approach and a

law and the requirements of compliance.

great willingness to embrace change.
Collaboration

We are honest, friendly and respectful in our dealings
with one another. Our behaviour is based on mutual
appreciation.

Family Charta

Trust

Excellence

Our corporate culture is defined by trust, fairness, diversity

Excellence is the benchmark that we apply to all our pro-

and individual creative freedom. We are reliable and keep

ducts and services. Our approach is solution-oriented

our promises.

and we focus on value creation, efficiency and innovation.
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1925
Heinrich Blanc establishes Blanc & Co. in
Oberderdingen on 25 January and begins serial
production of tin-plated copper water troughs.

1937

BLANCO
the company

BLANCO changes its entire production to pure
aluminium. New products such as kettles and ladles
are included in the product range.

History

1951
The company’s finest hour: production of sinks and
sink top covers in Nirosta (stainless steel) begins. It
also manufactures other appliances for the commercial
kitchen sector as well as cylinders for propane gas.

1967
The company produces its 3 millionth sink in November.
New additions to the product portfolio include profiles
and smooth tabletops as well as inset sinks. BLANCO
focuses particularly on training the next generation:
opening a modern, future-orientated vocational training
centre for apprentices is built in Kürnbach.

1985
December: in-house production of SILACRON®
sinks begins.

1990
A new production plant for composite granite sinks
is commissioned in Sinsheim in the spring.

1994
The 25 millionth household sink made by BLANCO
comes off the production line. The Sinsheim plant is the
first business unit to receive ISO 9002 certification.

1995
BLANCO acquires a production plant for composite
sinks in Toronto/Canada which becomes part of
BLANCO Canada Inc.

2006

2009

2014

The company’s 40 millionth sink comes off the production

Frank Straub becomes chairman of the supervisory

Two microgas turbines go into operation in Sinsheim to

line. The company is awarded a distinction for exemplary

board. Achim Schreiber takes up the position of CEO.

generate process heat and power for in-house consumption.

environmental protection by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

Extensive restructuring measures are applied in the

Frank Straub receives the CRT award for ethical business

area of stainless steel sinks.

1996

practice.

BLANCO receives the 1996/1997 award for
environmentally aware company management from
the German Association of Independent Business
Executives (ASU). The Sinsheim plant undergoes its
first environmental audit.

1999
A fully-automated press line makes the Sulzfeld
plant the most state-of-the-art production facility
for stainless steel sinks in the world.

2015
All heating systems have now been changed to run on gas.

2011

BLANCO celebrates its 90th anniversary with a Family Day.

2007

Installation of a photovoltaic system in Bruchsal with a

Expansion of the logistics centre in Bruchsal.

BLANCO Agil is launched: BLANCO GmbH + Co KG and

peak output of more than 900 kW.

BLANCO CS GmbH + Co KG begin operating as independent

2012

companies from the middle of the year.

Establishment of an energy management system based

2008

on DIN EN ISO 50001 and installation of a combined

The new logistics centre in Bruchsal goes into operation.

heat and power plant (CHP) in Sulzfeld.

A production facility for ceramic sinks is established in Istanbul.
The company’s environmental officer receives the B.A.U.M.
environmental award for outstanding achievements in the area
of sustainable development. An energy management scheme
is launched under the name of “ENER-FIT”. The company

2013

2016
“Year of Light” – the CHP in Bruchsal for building heating goes
into operation.

2017
Change of management personnel: Frank Gfrörer takes over
the position of CEO from Achim Schreiber.

Certification of the first business unit according to
DIN EN ISO 50001, BLANC & FISCHER IT SERVICES
GmbH is founded.

moves into a new administration building in Oberderdingen.
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BLANCO
the company
A powerful brand

Added value
for modern kitchen environments
BLANCO embodies sink centre expertise and is one of

For more than 90 years, BLANCO has produced quality

With its international orientation and extensive experience,

world’s leading suppliers in this field. In particular, BLANCO

products with characteristic German reliability that is

BLANCO offers much more than an attractive product range

attaches importance to perfect harmonisation between the

appreciated the world over – this applies to materials

for all groups of buyers. Innovative solutions and sophisticated

sink, mixer tap and waste system as well as functional

selection and workmanship, as well as to development,

design concepts not only thrill customers all over the world:

accessories. This combination of functionality and aesthetic

delivery and customer service. Ongoing improvement,

for many years they have also resulted in top rankings at

appeal perfectly embodies contemporary kitchen design.

intensive research, a sustainable approach and a

prestigious design competitions.

certified system of quality and energy management are

8

key aspects which BLANCO addresses on a daily basis

Reliable delivery and efficient customer service are further

in its customers’ best interests.

cornerstones of a powerful brand.
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BLANCO
the company
Subsidiaries
and company data

Germany – headquarters and administration

USA – BLANCO AMERICA INC.

Kanada – BLANCO CANADA INC.
Subsidiaries/Representatives
Agencies
Other markets

UK – BLANCO UK Limited

Belgium – BLANCO BENELUX Kitchen
Technology bvba

Company data – financial years 2016/2017

France – BLANCO France SARL

Austria – BLANCO Austria Küchentechnik GmbH

Shareholders:

Blanc + Fischer Family Holding: 69,3 %.

		

Heinz Blanc family: 30,7 %.

Employees:

2016: 1.420 worldwide (average/full-time)

		

2017: 1.500 worldwide (as of 31.12./full-time)

Turnover:

2016: EUR 361 million worldwide

		

2017: EUR 379 million

Switzerland – BLANCO GmbH + Co KG

Sales: 	BLANCO is an internationally oriented company and sells
its products worldwide. The foreign share is 65 %.
Headquarters and administration:

Oberderdingen

Production sites:

Sinsheim, Sulzfeld, Bruchsal, Toronto/Canada, Istanbul/Turkey

Sales subsidiaries:	BLANCO is directly represented in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium,
France, the UK, the Ukraine, Russia, the USA, and India and maintains
Russia – BLANCO RUS LLC
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Ukraine – BLANCO Representative Office

China – BLANCO Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

long-standing partnerships in approx. 100 additional countries.
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Bruchsal – European logistics centre
Most of our sinks, mixer taps, waste systems, accessories and spare parts are sent
out to customers or our international subsidiaries and sales partners via the logistics
centre in Bruchsal. It is here that final customer-specific compilation and individual

BLANCO
the company

packaging are completed. The expansion of the facility to create a fully automated

Sinsheim

Production and
logistics sites

high-bay warehouse was completed in summer 2015.

Sulzfeld
Oberderdingen

Sinsheim – lead factory within the production
network for composite granite sinks

Toronto

Composite granite sinks are produced in Sinsheim. The production stages include
raw material processing, the hardening process and mechanical processing of the
blanks. The sinks pass through cleaning and packaging stages before being loaded
directly onto lorries at the loading ramps. Production capacity and space have been
expanded step by step over the years.

Production sites
Logistics sites

Istanbul

Sulzfeld – competence centre for
stainless steel sinks
Stainless steel sinks and the hand-crafted, high-tech products of the SteelArt
range are made from blanks by means of deep draw processes and technologically
complex welding. Depending on the product in question, the manufacturing stages
can involve a deep draw process along with welding, grinding and polishing stages
followed by cleaning, laser etching, packaging and automatic palletisation before
the products are taken to the loading ramp ready for distribution.

St. Albans

Toronto/Canada – production plant for
composite granite sinks

Moscow

Bruchsal
Toronto
Lumberton

The plant in Toronto produces solely SILGRANIT® composite granite sinks using a
manufacturing process that is largely identical to that in Sinsheim.

Shanghai

Istanbul/Turkey – production plant for ceramic
sinks
Here, natural raw materials are used to make high-quality ceramic sinks using
craft-based techniques and a subsequent firing process.
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Economy

Economy

Compliance

Digitalisation

BLANCO consistently taps into the benefits of digitalisation.

The new online spare parts shop went live in several European

One particular focus here is on improving the BLANCO

countries at the beginning of 2017. It is now very simple for

customer experience for consumers and business partners.

consumers and retail partners in Austria, France, the Nether-

Our business partners know us as a reliable, responsible

The concrete actions of all our employees contribute to the

Digitalisation enables us to make a wide range of improve-

lands and Germany to find spare parts for their sink and

and fair company. This sound reputation is maintained by

success of the company on a daily basis.

ments to processes, operations and internal structures which

mixer tap and place orders as required. Either the article

observing applicable legislation, agreements and internal

for us fall under the generic term of operational excellence.

reference number or the name of the product is entered.

rules – also known as compliance.

This also includes improvements in the areas of production

If this information is not known, it is also possible to use an

and logistics as part of Industry 4.0. In order to ensure the

intelligent, user-friendly filter function to find the product

For us Compliance is the basis for our lasting success

success of digitalisation both today and in the future, it is

required and have the spare parts displayed. For most of

while at the same time reflecting our values.

crucial for us to get our employees on board and familiarise

its products, BLANCO offers all spare parts for 10 years

them with the new methods and approaches. Our aim is to

after discontinuation: this is in the interests of customers

establish a digital mindset in the company.

and also promotes sustainable use.

practices as well as providing the content for our worldwide

Enhanced customer experience

As a supplement to our websites, we are also present on

compliance training courses.

Digitalisation offers numerous ways of giving our customers

the relevant social media channels in many countries. This

an enhanced experience – both before and after purchase.

includes WeChat in China and vkontakte in Russia as well as

This directive is subject to ongoing further development and

BLANCO operates websites in 17 countries and 21 languages.

the well-known networks Pinterest, Instagram, Facebook and

is available to our employees in all the languages of their

Prior to purchase, these aim to provide consumers and retail

YouTube in the USA, Canada and Germany – to name but

respective home country.

customers in the country in question with effective support

a few. BLANCO uses these networks to engage in dialogue

in choosing the right sink and mixer tap. A matching mixer

with customers, retail partners and potential customers. By

tap is always recommended for every sink, for example. In

monitoring all posts, we are able to track what people are

some countries we offer the possibility of locating the nearest

saying about the brand and we can join in the discussion as

specialist retailer. But it is when the purchase is made that

appropriate. Instagram in particular is a booming platform

the customer relationship proper begins. For this reason, the

often used by happy owners of new kitchens to post images

websites answer all questions that might arise after purchase.

of their freshly installed facility, often referring to their sink and

This is often handled by means of an appropriate video, e. g.

mixer tap with the #BLANCO hashtag. Facebook is now also a

to demonstrate the best cleaning and care methods for a

popular channel for service issues among potential customers

sink material.

and customers.

A key element of our compliance system is the Compliance
Directive: this informs all employees of the main rules and
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Economy
Digitalisation

Operational excellence
the company’s internal mailing system can now be instantly

Digital skills among employees

in applying Industry 4.0 techniques. The material flow at

viewed digitally by everyone in the latest version. Defined

Digitalisation has also given rise to a whole new approach

the logistics centre is handled by means of man-machine

workflows reduce throughput times, automatically activating

to collaboration and problem-solving. Brief questions or

interaction, for example, while machine-machine interaction

the next processing stage.

comments are now dealt with via instant messaging.

this area, BLANCO collaborates closely with federations
such as Karlsruhe Chamber of Industry and Commerce as
well as with higher education institutions.

Qualifizierung
Analyse

Optimierung

Standardisierung Handlungsfelder

Innovation

is a standard that is fully embraced in sink production. In

Transparenz

For many years now, BLANCO has been very consistent

The same platform is used for online meetings and video

development. The process consists of five to six stages,

Digitalisierung

conferences, thereby enabling the company to work with

starting with immersion in the issue so as to understand the

Erfolgsfaktoren

greater speed and integration internationally. Teamwork on

problem and the customer’s needs and ending with the testing

projects is enhanced by virtual team rooms that make the

of concrete ideas. The emphasis is on fast, early creation and

relevant information and documents available to all those

testing of simple product samples or prototypes. This makes it

involved.

possible to gain a better understanding of the idea and obtain

Risikominimierung

ADministration and Office Excellence --- ADOX

Automatisierung

Selbstmanagement Effektivität

Potentiale

Methode

We also use digitalisation in our administration to enhance

Struktur

Neustrukturierung Administrative Bereiche Effizienz

Simplifizierung
Prozesse

efficiency in numerous ways. And it is excellent internal

better feedback (whether internally or from test customers).

processes that enable the customer experience to be

Collaborative work producing fast results is a hallmark of

The aim of the feedback is to draw on other input to refine the

enhanced: in the first place: for example, the use of a

digitalised society. This is why digitalisation also includes

concept, identify weak points early on and simply generate

special app in sales means that customers are now informed

working techniques that do not necessarily use technology.

more insights. As such, failure and rejection are a completely

of changes within a fraction of the time previously taken.

One typical example of this is agile or semi-agile project

normal part of the process – but at this early stage they don’t

Large-scale customers are directly connected via electronic

management. Most projects are still generally planned and

hurt or incur any costs.

data interchange (EDI). With smaller-scale customers, text

implemented using the waterfall method. In the case of

recognition means fast registration of orders placed by fax,

complex issues involving entirely new challenges, however,

The first workshop on product development using this

for example.

agile project management offers enormous advantages

approach was held in 2017. It was attended by employees

and leads to faster results.

from a varied range departments within the company. Over

We use a similar system for supplier management: delivery

16

a period of two days, this diverse group developed a series

notes and invoices are automatically allocated correctly

Another method from the same toolkit is Design Thinking.

by means of text recognition. Documents which just a few

Design Thinking is a dynamic and iterative process – not

years ago would have gradually made their way through

a linear procedure as is familiar from conventional product

of surprising and interesting product ideas.
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Economy

Economy
Strategy and
management systems

Environmental
management
Energy management

Energy

BLANCO
management
system

Quality

Environment

Occupational Safety
+
Health Protection

The BLANCO ENER-FIT programme was launched in 2018.

Certificate

The motto and guiding principle of this energy optimisation
programme is:

BLANCO has increasingly established management

The BLANCO Canada quality management

systems in the areas of quality, energy, the environment,

Quality leadership is a central element of the BLANCO

01 407 120570

first place!”

Certificate Holder:

Blanco GmbH + Co KG
Flehinger Str. 59
75038 Oberderdingen
Germany

system is also organisationally linked to the
central BLANCO quality management system in

Since its introduction, the programme has involved

Germany.

a wide range of campaigns and measures, and it is actively

including the locations according to annex

embraced by all employees.

brand core, and quality management is geared towards
achieving the very highest level of customer satisfaction.

The management system is geared towards meeting customer

A key aspect of lasting customer loyalty – and therefore

requirements as well as complying with the relevant legislation

commercial success – is to consistently pursue the

and standards. We continuously refine it based on our own

notion of quality.

focus areas so that it provides optimum support for the
BLANCO business model, underpinning our aspiration to

The aim is to achieve continuous improvement in all areas

ISO 50001:2011

“Low-cost energy is energy that is not consumed in the

achieve quality leadership.

based on the PDCA cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act). We
implement this using our BLANCO management system,

We operate and certify our energy management system

which is made up of generic policy and targets as well as

according to ISO 50001 as part of the BLANC + FISCHER

documentation of requirements and verification.

Family Holding group. This ensures optimum use of synergies

Scope:

Development, manufacturing and distribution of products
for kitchen technology

One focus area of the programme is energy management
certification according to DIN ISO 500001.
This process has been refined to establish shared certification
with our sibling company BLANCO Professional.

10/201 4.08 E A4 ® TÜV, TUEV and TUV are registered trademarks. Utilisation and application requires prior approval.

occupational safety and health protection.

Standard
Certificate Registr. No.

Proof has been furnished by means of an audit that the
requirements of ISO 50001:2011 are met.

Validity:

The certificate is valid from 2015-04-20 until 2018-04-19.
First certification 2013

2017-07-11
TÜV Rheinland Cert GmbH
Am Grauen Stein · 51105 Köln

www.tuv.com

between the subgroups.
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Economy

Economy

Risk management

Innovation management

Goals and methods
Balancing the impact of business opportunities and

In addition to continuous monitoring by those responsible for

risks has always been an integral part of entrepreneurial

risk management in the various departments, the risk areas

action. Given the increasing speed and complexity of the

that trigger the annual process of risk management update are

modern world and having to operate in markets that are

also examined periodically. A breakdown into risk categories

more and more volatile, it is crucial to identify opportunities

and risk areas helps structure and focus the identification of

and risks at an early stage and act on them consciously so

risks and opportunities, geared towards internal procedures

as remain competitive in the long term. Not all opportunities

The aim of innovation management is achieve

The development process includes not only market

and responsibilities.

continuous innovation that is not based on an

analyses, feasibility studies and patent searches but also

intuitive approach but derives from a structured,

the responsible selection of raw materials and process

is important to constantly identify, evaluate and monitor

Risk areas are allocated to risk categories and fall under the

systematic procedure.

materials. Since the REACH directive came into force,

developments.

responsibility of an assigned individual. The opportunities and

can be acted on and not all risks can be avoided, but it

risks are identified and assessed for each risk area based on
The overriding goal of opportunity and risk management

a suitable procedure and listed in an inventory. BLANCO uses

is to safeguard the continued existence of the company

a software tool for standardized recording, evaluation and

and its assets. At the same time, the aim is to contribute

compilation. This system allows company data (e. g. planning,

to achieving strategic and operational targets and ensure

annual accounts) to be incorporated in the evaluation of

that a prudent approach to dealing with opportunities and

opportunities and risks specifically applicable to the company.

risks is organisationally established within the company.
This is an ongoing process that requires a prompt, flexible
response to changing situations throughout the whole year.
For this purpose, clear processes and responsibilities have
to be defined and structured procedures established.
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BLANCO has been in contact with all main upstream
An innovation management handbook sets out all

suppliers in order to monitor the constantly increasing

the details of the innovation process, such as how

number of substances listed in the various appendices of

product ideas originate and ways in which they can

the directive. We provide our customers with the latest

be implemented. It specifies the individual steps,

information online.

the departments involved, regular communication
committees, ways of monitoring success and the
respective performance indicators as parameters to
measure the success of the innovation process.
The handbook was created collaboratively by the
design, development, marketing and communication
departments and serves as a guide for all those
involved in the innovation process.
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Recycling +
Disposal

Economy

Economy

Number of suggestions submitted
ESS (Employee Suggestion Scheme)

Ideas management

Product Lifecycle

CIP (Continuous Improvement Process)
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Sales +
Customer
Service

Emissions

Environmental
impact
Materials
Management +
Procurement

Creative, motivated creative employees are the key to
a company’s success. In order to tap into this potential,

Logistics

employees have to be able to contribute their knowledge

Production

and ideas. BLANCO ideas management is divided into two
areas:
CIP (Continuous Improvement Process)
Ideas developed as part of the continuous improvement
process relate to the employee’s own field of activity.
The responsibility for a product starts with

Employees work on these on their own or in groups.

establishing the portfolio. BLANCO is committed
ESS (Employee Suggestion Scheme)

to only manufacturing products that are beneficial

The classic employee suggestion scheme enables

to people. It goes without saying that this covers the

employees to suggest improvements outside their own

entire product lifecycle.

field of activity, too.
The top CIP teams at the various business units were
rewarded with a fantastic outing.

	

The company’s Canadian business unit
has now been included in the monthly and

quarterly CIP reports and achieved an outstanding result
in its first year. Employees here are also expected to
submit three suggestions per year.
Efforts are currently in progress to introduce a works
agreement establishing a single ideas process (CIP) in

The product range not only includes sinks made of
stainless steel, SILGRANIT® and Ceramic, but also
matching mixer taps, waste systems and care
products. Various accessories such as cutting and
chopping boards, soap dispensers and sensorcontrolled pop-ups are available to complete the sink.
The STEELART product range comprises exclusive,
hand-crafted stainless steel sinks and worktops.

the future for which prizes would also be awarded.
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No costs spared Ancor CZ invests in new facilities

HORIZON

Communication

BLANCO

BLANCO

5 TERTIO – A SILGRANIT®
triad

Internet/extranet/
newsletter/employee
magazine

9 Wiped the board

BLANCO PROFESSIONAL

13 Marhaba in Dubai Creek

State-of-the art logistics, spacious
showrooms, up-to-date administration; the new Ancor CZ facilities
are undoubtedly a quantum jump
forward for our CZ agency in the
Czech Republic. With the site
in the Greater Prague area
Milos Ruta and his team are
more than well prepared for
the future.

The “Fourth Generation” climbs aboard
Continuity in the Advisory Board and Shareholder Circle

Once again among the top 100 employers

In May 2017, Denis Blanc and
Peter Fröhlich joined the advisory
boards of BLANCO und BLANCO
Professional, the majority shares in
both of which are held by the BLANC
& FISCHER family holding.

For the fourth time running one of the prize winners of the coveted Focus Top National Employer Award
“Would you recommend your
friends and acquaintances to work
for your company?” The employees
of the BLANCO group answered
this question with a convincing
YES! Especially the combination
of a high level of employee empowerment and creative freedom
is much appreciated by many of
the BLANCO people. On the basis
of this clear vote BLANCO was for
the fourth time running one of the
prize winners of the coveted Focus
Top National Employer Award and
among the top 100 best companies
to work for.

At the shareholders’ meetings for
the companies, which have now
been operating independently of
each other for ten years, the shareholders from the Blanc and Fischer
families mutually agreed to the enlargement of the advisory board to
seven members.
Denis Blanc is soon to complete
his degree in economics in Amsterdam, and is the youngest son of
the long-standing advisory board
member Manuel Blanc. “I would like
to say thank you for the trust invested in me by the shareholders. I am
delighted to embrace the challenge
of upholding our family charter to
actively shape the future of both
BLANCO and BLANCO Professional,” emphasises the 27-year-old
great-grandson of the company’s
founder, Heinrich Blanc.
As another elected, external
member of the advisory board, Peter
Fröhlich will bring his proven expertise in corporate strategic orientation, in addition to many years of

The team Human Resources and Achim Schreiber are happy with the latest prizes

The BLANCO and BLANCO Professional advisory boards (from left): Denis Blanc, Dr. Karlheinz Hörsting, Benno Rudolf,
Dr. Johannes Haupt, Manuel Blanc, Gerd Strobel and Peter Fröhlich.

management experience, to both
boards. As CEO of ACO Haustechnik, he is responsible for the strategic and operational activities of a
fast-expanding, international company, and is also a member of the
senior management team for the
ACO Group.
Since the beginning of 2016,
Dr. Johannes Haupt has been
chairman of the advisory boards
both for BLANCO and BLANCO

Professional. At the same time, he
is Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
of the BLANC & FISCHER family
holding and their largest company,
the E.G.O. Group. Concerning the
appointment of the two new members, Dr. Haupt states, “Denis Blanc
and Peter Fröhlich are an extremely
valuable and purposeful reinforcement for the advisory boards of the
two BLANCO companies under the
umbrella of the BLANC & FISCHER
family holding.

Simultaneously, however, I also
see this as a significant step in the
incorporation of the next generation
of the founding family in the strategic orientation of the two international companies. With the election
of Denis Blanc and Peter Fröhlich,
new perspectives and ideas will be
brought to the advisory boards. After all, together with competence
and continuity, these are essential
elements if we want to continue to
achieve our ambitious goals”.

The latest survey carried out by
the news magazine Focus scrutinized 2000 companies with more
than 500 employees and from 22
different branches to find out which
German employers offer the best
working conditions for their workers.
In cooperation with Statista, the career-oriented social networking site
Xing and their evaluation platform
kununu Focus analysed a number
of different topics as defined by the
employees. These were related to
the quality of the employer and for

example looked at topics such as past the BLANCO group were able
working atmosphere, remuneration, to once again secure this coveted
internal communication and leader- award.
ship competence.
“As an international-oriented
The high level of personnel man- family owned business we are able
agement with a wide variety of at- to compete with numerous plus
tractive opportunities for the em- points for highly qualified and comployees also goes to underscore mitted employees,” stated Achim
the renewal of the certifications Schreiber, CEO. “These points infrom the TOP Employer Institute. clude our applied corporate culture
With even better results than in the based on the important corner-

stones responsibility, trust, commitment, excellence and collaboration.
This opens up special chances and
opportunities for us as an employer.”
Director of Human Resources
Ulrich Harm added: “The new
awards go to confirm our sustainable activities; but most of all they
motivate us to consequently press
forward with our ideas.”
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BLANCO attaches great importance to intense communication

In several countries, an online shop for spare parts is integrated

The “partner section” on the international platform is

electronically as a newsletter, likewise seeking to intensify

with all its main stakeholder groups such as employees,

in the website that enables consumers to order wear-and-tear

constantly extended and is especially important to users:

communication with subsidiaries and international sales

customers, suppliers, shareholders and local residents. In

parts and care products. For virtually all sinks and mixer taps,

in the password-protected login section, employees of

partners. HORIZON is the counterpart of the German-

addition to classic advertising media such as catalogues,

spare parts are available for 10 years after discontinuation

our worldwide sales partners are regularly provided with

language publication HORIZONTE. The latter has been

brochures and POS materials, online communication is

so as to make full use of the service life offered by our high-

up-to-date information on new products and marketing

published jointly with our sibling company BLANCO

becoming increasingly important.

quality products.

measures – an environment-friendly and time-saving

Professional for more than 20 years, aimed at both active

channel of communication.

and former employees in Germany, Austria and Switzerland

The BLANCO website is available in 17 separate national

In some countries BLANCO has set up extranets that provide

versions and there is also an international platform in English.

business partners with specific functions and information.

as well as numerous stakeholders.
HORIZON is an English-language magazine that has been

All content is fed in through an editorial system and a product

published on a quarterly basis for some time now: it reports

database, providing detailed information for retail partners

on important events in the BLANCO Group and is sent out

and consumers alike.
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We are seeing a constant rise in cyber threats and attacks are
shifting increasingly towards the weakest link in the system –
namely the individual. If anything this trend is likely to grow in
the future.

Economy
Digital security

For this reason, any corporate strategy geared towards lasting
success must permanently incorporate the individual in their
entirety in the company’s overall security architecture. This is
the only way to ensure we are able to adapt as an organisation
to changing threats in the future. By the same token, this
equally reflects our socially responsible approach: we wish to
contribute positively to the professionalisation of the world of
work in terms of how information is handled and the means
used to process it.
The success and continued existence of our company
is influenced to varying degrees by a series of diverse
factors. However, the most important factor is without doubt
the people themselves who work for the success of the
company at all levels and whose actions make everything
possible in the first place – whether through their ideas,
decisions, research, development, negotiations, testing,
monitoring or communication.
And all this happens based on the handling of information.
via the most diverse channels. The programme includes
Whether we like it or not: information security is both an

conventional courses and workshops, with information

opportunity and a risk, and its impact on the success of the

provided in the form of internal print materials as well as

company is becoming increasingly dominant as technology

on social media. But we also implement more advanced

and globalisation come to define the world we live in. This is

measures involving selective simulation of common patterns

why it is so important for such a fundamental dimension of

of attack, as well as offering interactive learning methods at

entrepreneurial action to be perceived, observed and im-

a broad range of levels. All this is set in an international,

plemented on a day-to-day basis by the key protagonists –

multilingual context with the aim of not simply organising

namely the individuals involved.

one-off events but constantly raising our employees’
awareness of the issue.

Information security has long ceased to be a matter for IT
specialists alone – although we need them too, of course –
or purely for administrators and security officers. For this
reason, we focus particularly on awareness-raising and
training for all our employees in relation to the subject of
information security on an ongoing basis by providing an
awareness programme that aims to target all employees
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Economy
Product groups

Stainless steel sinks

Accessories

Well-established for decades as a material used in the

In 2015 BLANCO further refined the composite material

parts of its mixer taps. A new challenge is the more rigorous

An increasing number of handy accessories supplement

manufacture of kitchens, stainless steel provides an excellent

SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, making it even more resilient and

limits that now apply to the materials used for water-bearing

the work area in and around the sink. All accessories are

basis for high-quality, long-lasting products. The high-end

low-maintenance due to an improved surface structure. In

parts. In the BLANCO NOTIS/-S model the water does

approved for use in contact with food.

segment STEELART in particular allows individual customer

this way, the company further reinforced its global

not even come into contact with metal. It is therefore our

preferences to be addressed. The surface material Durinox®

market leadership in the area of granite sinks.

stated aim to continue to pursue voluntary certification
under DVGW CERT (the certification body of the German

enables improved resilience to scratches.

SILGRANIT® sinks

Packaging, paper, biodegradable and non-recyclable waste –

Ceramic sinks

Technical and Scientific Association for Gas and Water).

This material completes the range with high-quality products.

noise emissions as applicable to drawing water from a tap.

under the sink have proven very successful. As an additional
SELECT electrically. The ActivBio lid helps prevent the spread

BLANCO mixer taps meet the requirements of Category 1

SILGRANIT® sinks are made of silica sands bound with

The challenge of the years to come will be to further optimise

acrylic, with colour pigments and other additives that

energy consumption in the manufacturing process and

account for the special properties of the material.

BLANCO also takes care to obtain international and

expand production capacity.

national approvals for the USA, Canada, France, Denmark,

BLANCO is responsible for the entire manufacturing
process – from choosing the raw material to delivering the

Waste systems in the kitchen

packaged sinks. It goes without saying that we constantly

Mixer taps

strive to optimise the material itself as well as the individual

Drinking water is the most important source of nutrition.

manufacturing stages. Reduction of energy consumption

For this reason, BLANCO attaches the very highest priority

is likewise an important goal in this connection.

to hygiene and safety in handling drinking water. BLANCO
uses nothing but approved materials for all water-bearing

separation starts in the kitchen. Built-in solutions directly
accessory, AutoMove now opens the waste system BLANCO
of unpleasant smells, as occurs when collecting organic waste

the UK, Norway, Singapore, Hungary and Poland.

for example.

When developing new mixer taps we focus specifically on

Care products

energy-saving features such as the cold start function
(the lever is automatically set to “cold” in rest position) and
a cartridge adapter that is capable of restricting volume
and temperature.

BLANCO offers care products that are harmonised with its
sink materials. They are produced in line with the German
Detergents and Cleaning Products Act. Since the sinks are
made of materials that are inherently easy to clean, only small
amounts of cleaning substances are needed.
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Economy

Customer service
and recycling

Purchasing

The technical customer service department takes care

All sink materials are recyclable. This goes without saying

of all issues relating to BLANCO products. Back office

in the case of stainless steel, of course: it is a high-quality raw

staff provide consultation online and by phone. There are

material for the steel industry. The stainless steel recycling

Our purchasing operations are geared particularly towards

New raw materials and supplies pass through an approval

approx. 30 customer service partners who carry out repairs

rate is 90 %. SILGRANIT® and Ceramics can be used for

long-term relations with suppliers.

process. This allows potential risks to employees and the

in the field.

recycling as construction material, e.g. as filling for sound

We offer a supplier platform that enables potential suppliers

environment to be identified and assessed in advance. If it is

to register and present their company. This information is

not possible to eliminate or contain such risks, the materials

The online spare parts catalogue is vital to our technical

passed on to the purchaser responsible who then uses the

are not used in the first place. Another option is to introduce

customer service operations. Thousands of spare parts

In terms of the materials used for our accessory parts, we

IT-supported supplier relations management system to qualify

less hazardous or environment-friendly materials in this way.

are ordered every month via www.blanco.de/sos – both by

ensure food compatibility as well as observing both substance

end customers and specialist retailers. The general level

bans and recycling capacity.

the potential supplier and save all important information. The

insulation walls.

SRM system installed in 2013 enables long-term supplier

When acquiring new machines or installations and when

of knowledge and expertise required of employees is

monitoring and assessment. Suppliers present their company

introducing new methods and techniques, all environmental

rising constantly. In the technical customer service

BLANCO does not have a return system for its products since

and their services based on questions. Even at this early

aspects are analysed in accordance with a defined process.

department, this challenge is met by means of ongoing

they can all be easy deposited at local recycling centres or put

stage, information is collected on the subjects of energy, the

This normally takes place during the quotation and selection

skills development. Internal courses are run every month

out for collection. Returning them to the plant would involve

environment and compliance, and our purchasing department

phase. As such, current levels of energy consumption and

focusing on current topics. In addition, training courses

ecologically incompatible transportation, thereby producing

has all suppliers commit to adhering to the list of substances

waste generation are fed into the selection process.

are provided for retailers and fitters, both in-house and in

a negative ecobalance. The requirements of packaging for all

that are banned or to be avoided, requesting submission of

the field. This provides answers to a range of questions

products are minimum weight, full recycling capacity and

any existing certificates which are then stored in the system for

before problems occur in the first place.

excellent protective properties. The individual packaging

later access. This means that all guidelines and certificates are
saved in a centralised, transparent manner for easy reference.

materials can easily be separated and allow highly effective
Since 2011 spare parts have been shipped via the

material recycling.

logistics centre in Bruchsal. This clusters shipments
and reduces CO2 emissions.
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Production

The Sinsheim plant

Safety is a particular focus at the Sinsheim plant. The safety

The plant in Toronto/Canada

The competence centre for composite materials has

concept underwent comprehensive revision as the result

The plant in Toronto/Canada celebrated its 20th anniversary

The sales and logistics team works especially closely with

grown significantly in recent years. The Sinsheim plant

of increasing plant traffic. This has enabled us to provide

in 2015. A stronger economy and increasing demand in

their colleagues at BLANCO America.

is being expanded on an ongoing basis so as to pave

employees and visitors with much improved protection. The

North America indicate excellent promise for our Canadian

the way for increasing demand.

entire plant is fitted with a sprinkler system. It goes without

colleagues and we anticipate good results in the years

A knowledge transfer plan has been installed between the

saying that fire protection and evacuation exercises form part

to come.

Sinsheim and Toronto plants so as to ensure an ongoing

The purchase of two neighbouring halls has led to an

of the existing emergency concept.

expansion of the existing company premises by approx.

exchange and raise the level of technical expertise.
BLANCO Canada has a workforce of at least 140. The

4,000 m2. After extensive refurbishment, these halls are now

Expansion of production capacity is designed to accommodate

production and admin/warehouse facilities are located

available for operational use. Social areas, meeting rooms

developments over several years into the future and is due to

at different sites, which are approx. 30 km apart.

and office spaces have been adapted to the increased

be completed shortly. The necessary process technology was

workforce as well as being modernised and extended.

created with the commissioning of a combined heat and power

Capacity has been further increased with investments

Continuous improvements have been made to both the

plant, expansion of the heating and cooling systems and the

of several million. Top performance requires committed

process chain as a whole and individual workplaces. Here,

addition of extra ventilation facilities. Experts in the field of

employees and highly productive systems. BLANCO

particular attention was paid to ergonomics.

occupational safety and environmental protection are involved

invests in both. New colleagues with fresh ideas and

in the selection of new systems as well as the design and

extra drive reinforce the teams at both sites.

Other improvements in the area of material flow have led to a

assessment of manufacturing processes. Environmental

considerable reduction in the lead time for SILGRANIT® sinks.

aspects are assessed in order to evaluate the environmental
impact of energy consumption.
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Production

Production/logistics

The Sulzfeld plant
Further investments have been made to optimise the

measures to safeguard the furnace include an expansion of

facilities and building technology over the last two years.

the media supply, in particular hydrogen. The existing tank
was replaced with one twice the size at the end of 2017.

In various production areas, the entire lighting was replaced
with energy-efficient LED fittings and cutting-edge control

In other production areas, the manual grinding workstations

technology so as to enable switching and dimming of light

have been fitted with flexible grasping elements and optimum

strips and individual lamps precisely according to needs.

extraction systems, and a blank storage facility with a crane
system has been installed to improve the material flow and

The waste heat from the furnaces and press lines is used

eliminate capacity bottlenecks in the area of a bay system.

for the hall heating and tool storage areas, as well as for prewarming of coil materials. Energy technology has now been

Acquisition of an automatic warehouse lift for small parts

converted entirely to gas and all oil tanks have been removed.

with SAP link has resulted in improved logistics as well as

The space freed up in this way has been used to create

optimising the processes involved in goods posting,

storage areas for the maintenance department.

automatic order requests and stock-taking.

The new heated storage facility was fitted with a 10 t crane so

Restructuring of the jig construction with a move to new

that retooling can be carried out on site even at peak periods.

premises has enabled a significantly expanded range of

Optimisation of the extraction system in the series production

services, with a new milling centre for in-house manufacturing

finishing area has enabled one of the two large exterior filter

as well as a new indoor crane for transporting heavy loads to

facilities to be decommissioned and dismantled.

the various processing machines.

P.U.L.S. stands for “Production and Logistics System”:

The P.U.L.S. House sets out the structure of the system

this is our value creation system that ensures optimised

and contains the methods for implementing value-adding

company processes. P.U.L.S. works rather like the pulse

processes. At the present time, all managers at the production

in the blood circulation system – the latter symbolising

plants and the logistic centre in Germany have undergone

the supply chain that adapts to change as necessary at

P.U.L.S. training. In addition, P.U.L.S. has been introduced at

lighting speed.

the production plant in Canada as well as at the three logistics
centres in Canada, the USA and the UK. A roadmap has been

What is value creation? Value creation refers to any

drawn up and is being implemented so as to continue the

activity that generates a benefit to the customer and

roll-out of P.U.L.S. at both the national and international level.

for which the customer is ultimately willing to pay. This
might be the refinement of a product, for example, the

The system is managed by an international steering

supply of information or the provision of a service. An

committee. At the German sites there are already specially

integrated value creation system is not a project but

trained P.U.L.S. coordinators whose work mainly consists

a culture, a philosophy and a system geared towards

of providing methodology training and on-site support, as

ongoing performance enhancement based on continuous,

well as ensuring the vitality and ongoing development of the

target-oriented improvement through to excellence.

system with the aim of consistently improving key performance
indicators.

P.U.L.S. begins with each employee’s personal
motivation to continuously increase the amount of value

In order to be prepared for power cuts in the future, a UPS
is to be installed for the centrepiece of our plant, namely the
furnace, and also including the external cooler. Further
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P.U.L.S. – good today, better tomorrow

added by each process – by constantly questioning
procedures and activities: the ultimate vision is to
perform nothing but value-adding activities.
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Logistics

Bruchsal logistics centre
All BLANCO goods transport operations are run

The fully automated high-bay warehouse is integrated

through shipping agents. In awarding contracts, care

seamlessly into existing processes and the system

is taken to ensure modern, low-emissions truck fleets.

landscape as a whole. It goes without saying that the
entire interior lighting makes use of efficient LED technology.

With the expansion of the European logistics centre and
the construction of a high-bay warehouse, BLANCO has

The first building complex has also now been converted

created the perfect basis for ongoing growth and future-

to LED lighting. Installation of improved door sealing now

oriented worldwide distribution. The complex in Bruchsal

reduces heat loss and avoids draughts.

went into operation in May 2015 and meets all expectations
in terms of expansion and process optimisation.

	In 2018 the BLANCO UK Ltd warehouse is
also due to be fitted with LED lighting.

The interior is geared towards flexible processes and
provides the spatial foundation for future needs, including
capacity for a total of approx. 33,000 pallets.

The use of a large ceiling ventilator
(diameter approx. 10 m) at the warehouse
in Canada ensures agreeable air circulation at a pleasant
temperature.
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Sustainability guidelines.
Our policy with regard to the environment, energy, occupational safety,
health protection and quality is summarised in these sustainability guidelines.

Ecology
Sustainability guidelines

Guiding principle

Strategy and goals

The efficient and careful use of resources and compliance with the
highest quality standards are the focal point of our company’s
sustainability policy. We are aware that consistent consideration of
ecological requirements is the only way to secure the company’s
economic success for the long term. Environmental care, energy
use, quality management, occupational safety and health protection are controlled in management systems. The entire social
environment is also becoming more and more important. Our
compliance with standard ISO 50001 is regularly checked by
independent auditors.

Our resource and energy management responsibility requires all
aspects of sustainability to be identified and evaluated. This is
consistent with our understanding of the quality and innovation of
our products. The aim is continuous improvement in every area
that is contained in a published sustainability report. This is why
the sustainability policy and set objectives are regularly subjected
to re-evaluation and adjustment.

Products and procedures

Employees

Our products and production processes are all designed to be
environmentally friendly and optimised for quality, which enables
us to actively contribute to the long-term preservation of an
environment that makes living worthwhile. It is positive that the
environmental compatibility, durability and recyclability of products
together with environmental aspects of the production process,
are crucial factors in the customer’s decision to buy.

As far as we are concerned, occupational safety and health protection are part of a holistic sustainability concept. A controlled
documented risk assessment of the workplace helps to establish,
evaluate and eliminate weak areas. Our health management helps
to preserve our employees’ capacity to work. Staff can actively
contribute to the continuous optimisation of processes and
products by suggesting improvements.

We also consider ecological findings in terms of technical and
economic potential when developing new products and production
processes and optimising existing ones, as well as when selecting
raw materials and using energy sources.

We expect a high level of self-reliance from our employees, taking
personal responsibility for their work and their actions, when
managing resources and energy. Our specific resolutions, information and measures for training and development create the
best conditions for the requirements of work that are individually
adapted to the employee and the tasks in hand.

Communication

Suppliers and service providers

Open dialogue with customers, authorities, neighbours, different
interested parties, suppliers and the entire social environment is
particularly important to us. So every two years, we publish a
sustainability report. The medium of choice is the Internet for the
public audience and the Intranet for internal communication. Our
guidelines for integrity commit us to high ethical standards.

The choice of suppliers and service providers is of the utmost
importance in complying with our ecological standards. So right
from the start, we make our partners aware of our sustainability
guidelines and their consequences.

We take compliance with legal requirements and other obligations
for granted, and ensure this by regular and documented
monitoring measures.
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Operational sustainability objectives
Subject area

Measure

Location

Date

Resources

Expansion of fleet to include electrically powered vehicles

Sinsheim

Sep 16

Bruchsal

Nov 16

Sulzfeld

Dec 16

Bruchsal

Dec 16/Mar 17

(logistics centre, W4 Sinsheim)

Ecology

Energy efficiency

Hydraulic optimisation of the heating system sealing in the
area of the truck loading docks

Sustainability objectives
Energy efficiency

Hall heating based on heat recovery from press waste heat –
where viable from an economic and energy management point
of view.

Energy efficiency

Optimise heating energy consumption at the Bruchsal logistics
centre by means of various measures

Resources

Introduction of electromobility with the acquisition of several

Apr/May 17

electrically powered vehicles complete with infrastructure
Water/waste water

Implementation of the new plant regulations for water-endan-

All

Dec 17

gering substances, at the same time optimising storage and
reducing storage quantities; creation of a water pollution control
register.

Sustainability programme

Strategic sustainability objectives

BLANCO has established a comprehensive programme

• Use of systems, equipment and processes or energy types

in order to meet its sustainability objectives.

to improve energy efficiency and reduce environmental

Energy efficiency

Change all fork-lift trucks from diesel to gas.

Sulzfeld

Dec 17

Energy efficiency

Renew additional lighting installations wherever assessment

Sulzfeld

2017

Sulzfeld

Dec 18

All

Dec 18

Replace an open cooling water circuit with a closed system.

Sinsheim

Dec 18

Hazardous substance

Further reduction of number/hazard level in supplies and oper-

All

Dec 18

management

ating resources; e.g. by providing a refill station for cold cleaner;

indicates a positive impact on energy consumption and the
means deployed.
Resources

impact as well as improve the carbon footprint

Convert trucks to three-way systems, thereby taking up less
space for shelf aisles.

At least once a year the executive board, managers and
designated staff members compile a package of measures
which is then regularly tracked for completion.
The sustainability programme set out in the preceding

• Raise employee awareness of sustainability, energy
utilization, environmental issues and occupational health

account the local situation and optimisation measures

meet or surpass the objectives set. The implementation

implemented in previous years.

and outcomes of the various measures are described in
• Increase the share of renewable energy where it makes
sense economically and in terms of energy management

Optimise use of compressed air, e.g. by means of needs-optimised control of the compressors, assess pneumatic tools used
and replace with different energy sources where this makes

• Elaborate strategic objectives at plant level, taking into

reports was implemented as planned. It was possible to

the present report.

Energy efficiency

sense economically and from an energy management point of
view.
Energy efficiency –
health protection

use of the same products for the same applications throughout
the entire company, use of less hazardous substances.
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Ecology
Environmental impact

Energy optimisation measures in
buildings and production facilities
Since 2012, the heating and cooling facilities in BLANCO

If heat is available from a production cooling system, it can

buildings and production facilities have been assessed

be used for the building system or ideally to heat another

• Extension and conversion of the building control system
to optimise the hall temperature; windows and smoke/heat

and concepts have been drawn up for the future. As a

production facility. The subsequent systems in the individual

extraction facilities with a daytime ventilation function

oriented production of compressed air with the possibility

result, heating and cooling systems have been renewed

halls must of course provide a match in terms of the quality

connected to the heating system, etc.

of feeding waste heat (approx. 70 %) into the building

and modern technology fitted.

and quantities of energy available.

• Sealing of 23 load gates using inflatable airbags to reduce
heat loss at the loading ramps

In addition to changing fuels to environment-friendly natural

Conversion and installation of passive components has

gas, the use of condensing boilers and decentralised energy

likewise been advanced so as to reduce energy demand on

Competence centre for stainless steel sinks, Sulzfeld:

generators such as CHP units (combined heat and power)

the consumption side.

• Expansion of the newly built cooling system with the

has been implemented.
Here are a few examples at individual sites:
Production cooling facilities have been changed from open
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• Installation of so-called combined systems for cooling

• Conception and construction of new, central cooling system

and restricted heating of office buildings reduces the use
of conventional building heating and also supply energy in

systems have been installed as combined systems for both

refrigeration at the Sulzfeld site

• Hydraulic optimisation of the heating for the existing section

into so-called energy centres where the electrical and thermal

with new valves, highly efficient pumps and zone-based

energy that is required and available is clustered so as to

activation by means of a building control system. It was

increase efficiency in terms of production and distribution.

possible to apply for and obtain funding under a BAFA

It is the close proximity of the different energy sources that

project funding scheme so as to optimise energy efficiency

makes this exchange possible.

in heating systems.

cleaning components
Administration and HQ Oberderdingen:

• Heating of the new section by means of zone-regulated

The previously simple heating centres have been converted

• Reduction of bath heating temperature in the production

in order to heat the production and warehouse halls
for the welding and laser installations with needs-oriented

newly created CHP

heating system.

addition of a heat recovering module for press waste heat

European logistics centre, Bruchsal:
ceiling heat panels at low-temperature level and link to the

• Construction of a new compressed air centre for needs-

washing machines by installation of antibacterial bath

cooling circuits to closed systems, and building cooling
cooling and heating.

Lead factory for composite sinks, Sinsheim:

• Expansion of the building heating system to separate the

the transition period.
• Increased use of building control technology enables

heating circuits of the production halls and office areas,

monitoring and energy-optimised regulation of room

thereby saving energy by reducing the temperature and

temperatures. It is not possible to heat and cool at the

adapting the relevant usage times.

same time.
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Year of Light
Innovative LED technology is highly efficient and

There are essentially four basic situations in terms of lighting

The new lighting concept met with a positive response

needs-oriented

scenarios:

among employees at the logistics centre in Bruchsal for

• Production and storage halls with a ceiling height of more

example.

The good old light bulb and fluorescent tube belong to
the past – the future belongs to LEDs. These have been

reduces the operating time of the cooling
units by 75 %.

than 8 metres
• Production and storage halls with a ceiling height of

	“Free-air cooling” for the cold water system

The new offices in the administration buildings in Oberderdingen and at all other sties have been fitted entirely with

80 % of the Toronto plant has already been converted

building control technology and additional electronic

• Areas with office workplaces

LED technology. A few fixed ceiling light installations provide

to LED lighting. An energy-saving plan has been drawn

components they promise enormous progress in terms

• Outdoor areas and car parks

basic lighting in the hallway areas.

up for weekends and work-free periods.

In collaboration with users and various providers,

Free-standing lamps positioned directly at workplaces are

optimised lighting concepts have been developed to

fitted with multi-sensors and a controller to detect human

This is why lighting is one of the key focus areas of

reduce power consumption by up to 60 %: these generally

presence, movement in the area of the sensor and also the

BLANCO’s ENER-FIT programme. In collaboration with

pay for themselves within a few years. Existing lighting

degree of lightness. The lamps can be programmed with

the plant planning and maintenance departments, the

systems were also assessed and then renewed or

various lighting scenarios for optimised energy consumption

ENER-FIT team aims to bring about lasting improvements.

modernised as appropriate. The light colour firmly

and a high-degree of lighting comfort.

advancing for several years: in conjunction with modern

up to 8 metres

of energy consumption, light quality and needs-oriented
fittings.

established in the industry – so-called daylight white at
Numerous projects have already been successfully

5000 – 6500 Kelvin – is applied as standard in the projects

Optimising lighting will remain a fascinating and lucrative area

implemented, such as in the pressing plant in Sulzfeld,

and has met with a positive response. Employees are able

of activity for many years to come. More projects are due to

at the logistics centre in Bruchsal (existing building and

to keep wide awake and can concentrate very well.

start soon, waiting to be implemented as part of the ENER-FIT

extension), in the extensions and modernisations at the

programme.

Sinsheim site and also at the administration facilities in
Oberderdingen.
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Public transportation and BLANCO

Video conferences in meeting rooms and at the

In addition to video conferences, online meetings are also

The Karlsruhe public transport association KVV offers

employee’s own workplace

possible. They allow presentations to be made and reciprocal

Three out of 14 company cars have been

the BLANC & FISCHER Group discounts on the

At almost all BLANCO sites, meeting rooms provide the

takeover. Thanks to this function it is always possible to

changed to petrol/hybrid and six to plug-in

purchase of monthly network passes. Many employees

technical facilities for video conferences. Large screens

provide training courses or assistance in case of problems.

use the well-developed transportation network rather

enable employees to attend meetings which would

than travelling to work by car.

otherwise generate not insignificant CO2 emissions as

But Sametime can do a lot more: the chat function (instant

no more company cars that run on diesel. Two charging

well as requiring time-consuming by plane or car.

messaging) – a kind of corporate WhatsApp – and the display

stations have been installed in the company car park for

BLANCO company cars

Video conferences are an excellent way of intensifying

of contact availability (online presence indicator) allow

energy supply purposes.

The company car directive now specifies not just fuel

communication over large distances in particular,

questions to be asked quickly without having to send an

consumption but also the maximum level of CO2 emissions.

improving collaboration on a lasting basis.

e-mail – and this applies worldwide.

hybrid/petrol. The remaining five vehicles will be replaced
by the end of 2019. From 2020 onwards there will be

Since 2016, route planning for the company truck fleet
has been carried out by means of a new planning

The directive is regularly updated to reflect the latest
developments in technology. It is preferable to use the

Sametime was introduced several months ago: this

software that allows not just optimised customer supply

railway for lengthier business trips.

provides additional options since employees are no

but also a reduction in mileage.

longer bound to a fixed meeting room to hold a video
conference. Even simple webcams are sufficient for
conferences of 2 to 3 people, while higher-quality camera
models can be used for larger groups, likewise requiring
no more than a simple USB connection. This makes a
video conference almost as straightforward as a phone
call.
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Electromobility

Decentralised energy supply

complex systems, all power-heat generation facilities were

A strategic partnership was entered into with Sulzfeld

Significant progress has also been made in the use of

At virtually all BLANCO sites, various systems have been

integrated seamlessly in the BLANCO energy landscape and

municipality several years ago to gather initial experience

electrically powered vehicles and the relevant technology in

in use for decentralised energy production since 2012.

constitute a key pillar of sustainable energy production.

with the use of electromobility. A car sharing scheme was

the area of production and logistics. At the Sulzfeld site it

Both electrical energy and thermal energy are generated,

set up that allowed electrically powered cars to be booked

was possible to reduce emissions considerably by doing away

fed into coil production via the internal energy grids and

At total of more than 17 million kWh of electric power and

and picked up at the Sulzfeld site or Sulzfeld railway station.

with several older diesel fork-lift trucks and using environment-

ultimately put to use there.

more than 33 million kWh of thermal energy has been

The experience of using the cars mainly for short trips was

friendly electrically powered trucks instead – which also

very positive and consideration was given to potential further

increased productivity.

internally produced to date. The share of self-generated
The design of the production facilities based on the level

electrical energy as compared to the electrical energy drawn

of energy required means that a large proportion – more

from the grid is 32.1 %. The amount of self-generated thermal

The technology of the forklift truck battery chargers has

than 95 % – is consumed directly at the sites. The required

and electrical energy expressed as a share of total energy

The plan for the 2017 financial year was to acquire two 100 %

now reached a level which allows older chargers fitted with

energy types are generated directly to meet current needs

consumption is approx. 31.7%.

electrically operated vehicles for regional use, and these now

conventional transformer technology to be replaced by

with virtually no loss caused by supply and transport.

offer an output of 100 kW with a range of up to 400 km.

modern switch-mode power supply technology, thereby

Needs-oriented energy production also provides precisely

There are several future scenarios in the area of decentralised

reducing the power consumption required for a charge cycle

the right amounts of power and heat, so there is no surplus

energy generation that make this area of activity especially

to less than half its previous level.

production. All this leads to excellent use of the primary

interesting. Firstly, some companies are considering taking

energy source of natural gas which is used comprehensively

entire sites off the public grid due to the very high renewable

steps towards introducing electromobility.

The project gained additional appeal with the granting of
funds amounting to EUR 8,000 by the state and the vehicle
manufacturer. The vehicles were made available at the sites

Technological advancement thus continues in the area of

at all sites, with efficiency levels of between 76 % and 86 %.

energy surcharges on the price of energy. This would mean

of Sulzfeld and Oberderdingen and went into continuous

electric mobility too, and it will be interesting to see what

Modern coal-fired power plants and pure gas turbine power

such taxes could largely be avoided, increasing the degree of

operation once the charging stations were installed.

concepts will be available in the future to meet BLANCO’s

plants aim to achieve an efficiency level of approx. 40 %, and

efficiency in energy production based on combined heat and

needs.

even the very latest gas power plants have a maximum total

power generation. Secondly, existing facilities can be used

efficiency of 58 % when using all waste heat sources.

to participate in so-called virtual power plants and produce

Especially over short distances between the sites, the vehicles

so-called balancing energy, which is highly lucrative. This

are proving to be very effective and offer a particularly low
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level of emissions. By the same token, older diesel vehicles

Once the facilities have been in use for a period of two to five

serves to stabilise the sensitive power grid by means of smart

have been withdrawn from service, thereby bringing about a

years it will be time to assess the insights and experience

technology.

considerable reduction in environmental impact.

gained. After the usual start-up problems involved with such
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Water/waste water

Hazardous substances

At the plants in Bruchsal and Oberderdingen, water is

Wherever possible, rain water is introduced into seepage

In 2016 the safety data sheets according to GHS were

only used in the social areas. Production-related water

systems at our plants; in Oberderdingen it goes directly into

entered in the hazardous substance register for all hazardous

consumption only occurs at the Sinsheim and Sulzfeld

a stream that flows through the company grounds.

substances used. The operating instructions were checked

plants. The building control technology installed at all plants

based on substance hazards, resulting in 60 revisions or

monitors energy consumption levels and water consumption.

re-issues. 23 operating instructions were set to inactive.

This enables any irregular increase – due to leakage for
example – to be promptly identified so that measures can be

The medical precaution requirement was also included in

initiated right away.

the hazardous substance register. Every superior now has
an optimum overview of the obligations that apply in their

Our principle of exercising responsibility in our use of resources

WERK:
ABTEILUNG:

department.

starts with construction measures and continues to apply
when production facilities are enhanced. For us it goes

BETRIEBSANWEISUNG
Gefahrstoffe

BLANCO declared both 2015 and 2018 a “Year of the

systems are regularly inspected and renewed as required.

cbm/ton

Hazardous Substance”, thereby defining this issue as a

One example is the optimisation of production plants.

2,5

strategic goal.

gesundheitsgefährdende, reizende, umweltgefährdende Stoffe

•
•
•
•

SCHUTZMASSNAHMEN UND VERHALTENSREGELN

•
•
•
•

This also includes the following associated issues:

2,0

•

•	Reduction of the number of supplies and auxiliary materials

•
•

and, where feasible, the hazard level;

of the cleaning water.

•

Nach Verschütten: Mit flüssigkeitsbindendem Material (z.B. Sand, Chemikalienbindemittel)
aufnehmen.
Bei Bränden:
Wenn gefahrlos möglich, umliegende Behälter möglichst aus der Gefahrenzone
bringen oder mit Sprühwasser kühlen.
Geeignete Löschmittel: Löschpulver, Schaum, ABC-Feuerlöscher oder
Wassersprühstrahl verwenden.
Ungeeignete Löschmittel: Wasservollstrahl.

the focus in 2016 was on adhesives (achieving a reduction
of 10 %).
1,0

ERSTE HILFE

More efficient monitoring of water has
0,5

Notruf: 112

motors with variable rotation speed at the pumps.

Verunfallten nicht alleine lassen! Sicherheitsdatenblatt mit zum Arzt nehmen.
Hautkontakt:
Verschmutzte Kleidungsstücke entfernen. Haut mit Wasser und Seife abwaschen.
Augenkontakt:
Nach Möglichkeit Kontaktlinsen entfernen. Für die Erstversorgung die Augen mit
einer Augenwaschflasche spülen. Anschließend 10 Minuten an einer
Augendusche spülen. Zum Arzt gehen.
Einatmen:
Die betroffene Person sofort an die frische Luft bringen. Die betroffene Person
warm und ruhig halten. Sofort ärztliche Hilfe holen.
Verschlucken:
Kein Erbrechen herbeiführen! Zum Arzt gehen.
Weiteres Vorgehen gemäß Rettungskette.

SACHGERECHTE ENTSORGUNG

0
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Im Arbeitsraum nicht essen, trinken und rauchen. Zündquellen fernhalten.
Vor Hitzeeinstrahlung und Temperaturen über 50 °C schützen..
Dämpfe und Nebel nicht einatmen. Nur in gut gelüfteten/abgesaugten Bereichen
verwenden.
Geeignete Schutzbrille mit Seitenschutz und Schutzhandschuhe tragen.
Bei möglichem Hautkontakt kurzzeitig: z.B. Einmalhandschuh
bis zu 8 h: z.B. Chemikalienschutzhandschuhe
Geeignete Hautcreme gemäß hautschutzplan verwenden, um Austrocknen der
Haut zu vermeiden.
Behälter nicht mit Gewalt öffnen oder ins Feuer werfen, da Berst- und
Splittergefahr besteht.
Entsprechend der Ex-Schutzzonen explosionsgeschützte elektrische
Betriebsmittel/Lüftungsanlagen/Beleuchtung/ verwenden.
Nicht in Kanalisation oder Umwelt gelangen lassen.

VERHALTEN IM GEFAHRFALL

•	Use of the same products for the same applications:

1,5

Das Einatmen kann zu Allergien, asthmartigen Symptomen oder
Atembeschwerden verursachen.
Verursacht schwere Augen- und Hautreizungen.
Kann allergische Hautreaktionen verursachen.
Das Produkt ist wassergefährdend.

Gefahr!

A disinfectant is added to the water used in the cleaning

been achieved through the installation of

00

ARBEITSPLATZ:
TÄTIGKEIT:

GEFAHREN FÜR MENSCH UND UMWELT

without saying that the drinking water and waste water

prevent contamination. This has optimised the service life

200321

Revision:

GEFAHRSTOFFBEZEICHNUNG
z. B. für:

Water consumption per ton of stainless
steel at the Sulzfeld plant

systems for the composite sinks in Sinsheim so as to

Nr.:

Chemikalien im Originalbehälter belassen. Nicht mit anderen Abfällen vermischen.
Abfallbeauftragte Prokuktreste in das Abfalllager bringen oder den Entsorgungfacharbeiter vor Ort informieren.
Bei Fragen den Abfallbeauftragen kontaktieren.

informieren

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
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Composition of waste in Sulzfeld
32.9 %

19.5 %

30.7 %

hazardous

31.2 %

Emissions

Soil

The generation of emissions at production facilities is

Up until the 1970s, perchloroethylene was thought to be the

assessed when machines and installations are acquired,

best and most highly recommended method of degreasing.

and whenever necessary, measures are taken to avoid
57.8 %

64.8 %

56.8 %

57.0 %

not
hazardous

Ecology
Environmental impact

An overall disposal concept for all waste types in

9.3 %

15.7 %

12.6 %

10.9 %

2014

2015

2016

2017

metals

Sink scrap
36 %

concerning the separation of recyclable waste were already

enhancements, such as those carried out at the Sulzfeld

was easy to handle. It was not until later that people realized

plant, care is also taken to sure that emissions of

perchloroethylene could potentially cause health problems

hazardous substances, dust and noise are kept to a

and easily permeate concrete. BLANCO stainless steel

minimum as far as possible.

products have to be lubricated for the production process
and subsequently cleaned again. In the 1960s and 1970s,
chlorinated hydrocarbon (“Per” and “Tri”) was used for this

by a comprehensive register listing workplace levels for

purpose. Over the years, the soil contamination in Sulzfeld

hazardous substance concentrations and noise. The relevant

and Oberderdingen caused by the degreasing facilities has

workplaces are regularly assessed and the results of the

successfully been remedied. Naturally this has involved

measurements are entered in the register. The aim is to keep

close collaboration with the district administration and the

Oil-water
mixture 1 %

the levels as low as possible for employees. In work areas

municipal authorities.

Other 1 %

reviews are carried out as to how noise levels can be reduced.

collaboration with sibling companies is used to constantly
separation. As a result, the new statutory requirements

As a non-flammable material which quickly evaporated it

The basis for target-oriented emissions reduction is provided

Composition of recyclable materials in Sinsheim

pursue and optimise the goal of safe disposal and optimum

or reduce emissions. In the case of production facility

where employees are exposed to noisy processes, regular

met in 2017. Our company contributes to saving resources

Sulzfeld
The phytoremediation programme supported by special poplar

with a recycling rate of 99 % of all waste generated. The
cleaning water required for production of composite sinks at
the plant in Sinsheim was previously disposed of as waste.

Recyclable
waste
21 %

Milling dust
19 %

At the end of 2017, the Environmental Officer was involved
in assessing the discharge of cleaning water into the sewage

Metal
scrap 2 %

The concept for optimisation of the milling facilities and

trees converts carbonated hydrocarbons into biodegradable

Paper, cardboard,
cardboard
packaging 1 %

filter systems at the Sinsheim plant was completed with

substances. Excellent results have been achieved using this

the acquisition of an additional milling facility in 2016.

clean-up method to date.

This led to the complete elimination of noise areas.
The soil aeration facilities currently installed emit virtually

Waste wood 2 %

system. An external testing institute is currently analysing

no pollutants at all, so approval for soil aeration was issued

Sprue
16 %

the waste water for adherence to statutory drainage

in 2017.

requirements. Once this has been confirmed, the necessary
regulatory steps will be initiated.

Contamination that has penetrated the groundwater is
eliminated by draining off the groundwater and then cleaning
it with activated carbon. A total of two installations will

Composition of recyclable materials in Sulzfeld

continue to run over the years to come, preventing any

Waste volume per sink produce at the Sinsheim plant

pollutants from leaving the plant grounds.

kg/sink

Recyclable materials
3.3 %

Melting iron
0.8 %

Waste wood
2.0 %

3.0

Mixed
scrap
0.7 %

Shells
0.6 %
Paper, cardboard,
cardboard
packaging
1.3 %
PE foil
0.8 %

2.5
Copper, cable
scrap 0.1 %
Brass filings
0.1 %

2.0

1.5

1.0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

	The Toronto site has been issued with the
“Certificate of Air Approval”.

As part of the hygiene tests required by 		
the Canadian Ministry of Labour, samples
were taken to determine short-term VOC and MMA

The sustainability plan was drawn up according to the Toxin Reduction Act (TRA). BLANCO Canada is in 		
contact with the Ministry of the Environment so as to reduce listed components such as chrome pigments.
Alternatives are being looked into together with BLANCO Germany.
Waste avoidance An initiative was started to reduce the volume of waste.

contamination: all results were below the limit.
A dust filter was installed for the No. 3 MAKA facility, as
well as sound insulation materials to reduce the level of
noise impact in the surrounding area.

It was possible to reduce the amount of bulky waste generated by means of compaction.
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BLANCO as
a premium employer

BLANCO as an awardwinning employer

BLANCO is a value-oriented, family-owned company

BLANCO is one of Germany’s top employers.

BLANCO’s high standard of personnel management

oriented towards long-term success. As a premium

In 2018 BLANCO received an award for the fifth

including a wide range of attractive offers for employees is

brand, we set high standards in terms of design, innovation,

time in succession as a result of on an analysis

also reflected in the company’s renewed certification by the

quality and service and we have a leading role to play

conducted by the news magazine “Focus”.

Top Employers Institute. The BLANCO Group secured this

internationally as a hidden champion. Our high aspirations

much-coveted title once again, improving its results even

in terms of excellence, professionalism and solution orientation

A comparison of Germany’s leading employers drew

are both a distinguishing feature and a binding commitment.

on the results of a broadly-based online questionnaire.

further.

A total of 2,000 companies with a workforce of more
Lean structures, the freedom to take independent initiative,

than 500 were surveyed, covering a total of 22 sectors.

trusting collaboration and an open-minded, appreciative

Carried out in collaboration with the statistics specialist

corporate culture – this is what the spirit of BLANCO stands

Statista, the careers network XING and the latter’s rating

for.

platform kununu, the analysis included a very diverse range
of aspects such as management style, career prospects,

N ATI O N A L E R
ARBEITGEBER

2018

pay levels and company image. Another important factor
was the willingness of employees to recommend their
own company as an employer to friends.

DEUTSCHLANDS
BESTE ARBEITGEBER
IM VERGLEICH
I N KO O P E R ATI O N M IT

FOCUS–BUSINESS
01 | 2018
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BLANCO as an
employer for generations

Involvement
in the region

In collaboration its its sibling companies BLANCO

“Faustlos”

Professional and E.G.O., BLANCO sponsors numerous

Promoting non-violence conflict resolution between children

social and cultural institutions in the surrounding

Conflicts are part of life and there are many different ways of

municipalities. BLANCO and BLANCO Professional donated

dealing with them – sadly, these frequently include aggression

funds to the Maulbronn Paediatric Care Centre. A cheque

and violence. For a number of years, BLANCO has supported

was handed over to representatives of the centre’s friends’

Heinrich Blanc School in Großvillars in implementing the

association in October 2015. The funds were raised by means

programme “Faustlos”. This is not only geared towards the

of an in-house skin cancer screening campaign, with each

prevention of violence but also aims to provide teaching for

participating employee donating five euros. At a joint visit to

primary school children in the area of general social skills so

the centre, the decision was made to use the entire amount

as to enable them to solve problems constructively.

of the donation to acquire a new device to measure nerve
conduction velocity.

Playground fun
The children of Oberderdingen are pleased with their sand
playground, which bears the title “Step by step along the path
of life” – the motto of the St. Maria Catholic infant school in

		

In September 2016 BLANCO Canada took

Our Kids to Work Day”: once a year, 9th

employees every year – and this is more than just a popular

Oberderdingen. The brand new playground was handed over

tradition. Long-serving, expert staff members are a company’s

to the infant school some time ago – also with the financial

their mother or father at work. The school students are

most valuable asset – so the picturesque town of Ravensburg

support of BLANCO – and the staff are thrilled to be able to

also given a talk on security issues.

in Sulzfeld is a perfect setting in which to show appreciation

offer youngsters further development opportunities. A small

“Take our Kids to Work Day” at BLANCO Canada on

sponsors for their generous donations.
Habitat for Humanity

For decades now, BLANCO has recognised long-serving

grade children of employees get to spend the day with

festive event was held at which the St. Maria staff thanked all

		

BLANCO Canada also participates in “Take

1 November 2017 with employee children in 9th grade.
Ali Ghanem gives a product demonstration with students.

of these colleagues and honour their achievements. In recent
years, the management, HR department and works council
have consistently had the pleasure of coming across men and
women who have served the company for at least 25 years.

part in the “Habitat for Humanity” initiative. This involved
BLANCO employees helping to build residential facilities
for families in need.

From left to right: Ali Ghanem, lab technician, Julia
DiFranco, Carly Beeby, Elizabeth Schuette and Peter
Tran, Senior Quality and Development Manager.
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BLANCO as a familyfriendly employer

Working time models

Retirement savings

Childcare

BLANCO offers various working time models: these

BLANCO employees can actively boost their pension. The

BLANCO attaches particular

improve the compatibility of family and career while at

company offers deferred compensation that allows employees

importance to the compatibility

the same time taking into account the situation in the

to pay a selected amount into the BLANCO retirement savings

of family and career.

company. The flexitime model provides a high degree of

scheme. In this way, a previously agreed proportion of the

BLANCO has sponsored nursery

flexibility within a relatively broad framework. Since 2015,

gross salary is converted directly into pension payments.

places since 2009, subsidising every nursery place

employees have also been able to opt out of the time

Employees receive a considerable amount when they retire

taken up by the child of an employee. In this way it is

recording system voluntarily and work on a flexible basis

since an attractive rate of interest is offered – and this is

possible for employee children from other municipalities

instead.

guaranteed to last until pay-out.

and towns to be accepted in Oberderdingen, where they
would not otherwise have been entitled to admission.

By agreeing on an individualised period of “life-phase-oriented
working hours”, employees can reduce their working time

BLANCO parents can choose between childcare with

significantly for a maximum period of 24 months. Teleworking,

extended opening hours, all-day care or a mixed age

mobile work and the job rotation model are available to

group. The places can be booked for two, three or

certain groups of employees, taking operational requirements

five fixed days per week. This is an excellent way of

into account. In 2016/2017, it was possible to offer a partial

promoting family/career compatibility as well ensuring

retirement contract to all employees interested who met the

excellent childcare for BLANCO youngsters.

requirements.

Cooperation with
Haus Edelberg senior
citizens’ facilities
Employees with relatives in
need of nursing care often face
particular challenges, constantly having to divide
their time to cope with a dual burden. In view of this,
representatives of the Oberderding groups BLANCO and
BLANCO Professional signed a cooperation agreement with
the care specialists of the Haus Edelberg group. The agreement offers special advantages for employees at our German
sites. All employees and their relatives can make use of the full
in-house care services as well as short-term, daytime, nighttime and weekend care including guaranteed admission within
12 hours to one of Haus Edelberg’s 12 care institutions in the
Rhine-Neckar region. Providing the appropriate care status is
approved, nursing care insurance covers part of the cost; the
experts at Haus Edelberg are glad to help with applications
and other formalities.

BLANCO Canada provides initial training
and professional development opportunities
during working hours for full-time staff.
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The company group’s trainee workshop were able to make a
special contribution to the St. Laurentius old people’s welfare
centre: a raised flowerbed designed especially for the elderly.
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BLANCO as
a health-oriented
employer

BLANCO pays very close attention to the issue of health.

vary from one year to the next, homing in on a specific issue

Integration of the severely disabled

BLANCO FIT has also led to the start of a new programme

Good health is the requirement for maintaining the

over an extended period of time.

The integration of the severely disabled in the world of work

called BLANCO Smoke-Free. This is aimed at encouraging

is governed by a legislative framework. BLANCO likewise

our employees to give up smoking and provides them with

The focus topics for 2016/17 are ergonomics, mental health

sees a particular obligation towards people in the region.

support in leading a healthier life. A counselling programme is

Health management vision

and giving up smoking. In addition to preventive education

The quota of severely disabled employees in 2015 was

provided for this purpose in collaboration with Thoraxklinik in

“BLANCO FIT aims to improve the health situation at our

and management training, the company also offers work-

4.77%. We also help support the disabled workshop facility

Heidelberg.

company on a lasting basis. The health of employees is to

shops, talks, workplace analyses and personal counselling.

Lebenshilfe Bruchsal-Bretten by placing orders with them.

capacity to work and perform well.

be permanently sustained, their health needs are to be met,

This includes not just counselling but also concrete methods

working conditions are to be established that promote

BLANCO Balance – maintaining an equilibrium

health and resilience is to be strengthened. By means of

In collaboration with external specialists, BLANCO has started

comprehensive awareness-raising and motivation, BLANCO

the highly successful programme BLANCO Balance. BLANCO

FIT seeks to promote a deeper awareness of health issues

Balance aims to recognise and individually strengthen mental

and provide the best possible support for all staff in this area.”

well-being as a key factor for health and work performance.

for giving up smoking embedded in a holistic approach.

For each topic, BLANCO Balance provides professional,
Together with our sister company E.G.O., BLANCO maintains

anonymous counselling in collaboration with two highly

an in-house medical service for occupational healthcare and

qualified and experienced cooperation partners.

the promotion of health at work, e.g. a vaccination programme,

A regular morning stretching programme

consultation for employees going on business trips abroad,

is offered for colleagues who work at the

an annual flu vaccination and an alternating annual skin and

warehouse of BLANCO Canada.

bowel cancer screening programme.
Holistic health management has led to the establishment of
several working groups and committees across the company
and its sites which meet regularly to advance important
current health issues such as regular talks between emergency response officers or the in-house medical service with
the occupational safety department. Concrete areas where
action is required are established in focus programmes that
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BLANCO as
a health-oriented
employer

Strengthening the musculoskeletal system is another

The new approach comprises two stages:

Active athletes are supported at various events through

The BLANCO teams are very successful when it comes

crucial element of BLANCO FIT. The programme was

1.		A workshop provided by the physiotherapist for all

the BLANCO FIT programme. The various running events

to football as well. While the team only just lost in the final

initiated at the Sinsheim plant in January 2016 and at the

employees to set out the objectives and explain the

are especially popular, for example those held in Karlsruhe

in 2014, it achieved victory after a breathtaking penalty

Bruchsal logistics centre in June 2016.

fundamental principles

and Sinsheim. The B2Run German Business Championship

showdown in 2015, finishing best out of a total of 130 nation-

in Karslruhe involves a run of approx. 6 km in May, while

wide teams to take home the 2015 Business Cup.

2. Several working technique training sessions directly
In collaboration with WorkAndMove, a physiotherapist

at the workplace over a period of approx. one year at

the Fiducia Run takes place in the autumn and involves a

comes to each plant on a total of 10 days over three-month

varying intervals (in order to ensure a lasting impact).

half-marathon or marathon. Our women runners demonstrate

period. On this days she attends to some 13 employees,

Here the physiotherapist will be giving advice directly at

an especially powerful presence at the Sinsheim Company

either within one shift or across different shifts. Each of these

the workplace during the working day.

Run, where they ran as “BLANCO Lady Power” – finishing

employees is treated for some 30 minutes on these days

1st in 2014 and 3rd one year later.

and is given valuable advice for their everyday work routine.
Treatment is provided during working hours. When the treat-

Keen athletic participation in the company runs in

ments have been completed, an interview is held with the

Karlsruhe and Sinsheim

employees to evaluate and follow-up on the programme

A number of joint company teams lined up at the start of

approx. every six months.

two company runs scheduled on the same date. The main
focus was on physical exercise and team spirit. But sporting

This programme will be expanded from 2018 onwards:

ambition was definitely in the air, too – and the final result

we will be starting a comprehensive scheme for all employees

produced a number of good rankings and personal bests.

at Bruchsal logistics centre.
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Occupational safety
and fire protection

Every accident at work is one too many. The Occupational
Safety team is committed to workplaces that offer safety
on a lasting basis.
Excellent working conditions based on safety-oriented and
ergonomic workplaces: ensuring machines and workstations
are fitted according to the latest technology is a key requirement for avoiding accidents.

		

BLANCO Canada is involved in a

		

cooperation programme for health and

safety run by Ryerson University, and one trainee
student joins the company each semester. The students
are involved in the occupational safety department: here
they help with hazard analyses and providing induction
for new employees on safety issues.

In order to raise everyone’s awareness of work accidents and
safety in general, the Occupational Safety team also uses
more striking communication measures at Bruchsal, Sinsheim
and Sulzfeld. In collaboration with BFITS, information screens
have been set up so that everyone can see when the last work
accident occurred and how total accident numbers at the site
have developed as compared to the previous year. Further
preventive measures are in preparation.

There are also numerous preventive measures geared
towards achieving the same end. At their regular inspections,
safety experts take a close look at every workplace in
production in a two-monthly cycle; office areas are inspected
annually. Here, the best possible personal protective
equipment (PPE) is defined and attention is drawn to the
observance of regulations and statutory requirements as
well as potential improvements, with the aim of providing
workplaces that offer safety on a lasting basis for everyone.
If accidents do occur in spite of these preventive measures,
a prompt and detailed analysis is carried out so that the
same thing cannot happen again.
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Digitales Verbandbuch

Social
commitment

Bitte dokumentieren Sie zukünftig
alle Verbandfälle im BLANCO bzw.
BLANCO Professional Intranet:

Occupational safety

Möglichkeit 1
• Mein Arbeitsplatz
• Notfall
• Digitales Verbandbuch

Möglichkeit 2
• Notfall-Piktogramm
• Digitales Verbandbuch

Personal protection equipment (PPE)

For emergency information, see the intranet/Digital

In addition to the name of the injured person, the time, place

Since the comprehensive introduction of cut-resistant gloves,

Accident Book

and accident report are recorded as well as the type and

it has been possible to reduce the number of cuts to the

In order to provide fast access to all information that might

severity of the injury. All first aid measures applied and

hand. In addition to cuts, a new accident focus has emerged

be required in the event of an emergency, a new section

witnesses are also documented. This information serves as

in the area of the foot. Based on recommendations by the

entitled “Emergency” was integrated in the intranet in 2017.

evidence that the injury occurred while an insured activity

occupational safety department, the professional association

In addition to the chain of rescue and important emergency

was being performed. The documentation is required for an

and the medical officer, management has now decided to

phone numbers, this also provides details of the precise

accident to be recognised as a workplace accident. This can

make it compulsory to wear ankle-high safety shoes.

locations of defibrillators at each site.

be very important if later after-effects occur, such as inflammations even after small cuts or prick injuries.

Another new feature was the integration of the Digital
Head
Eye

5.4 %
10.8 %

Hand
Finger

Upper Body 2.7 %

8.1 %
32.4 %

introduce ankle-high safety shoes based on practical tests
and subsequent surveys in order to increase acceptance
among staff. The new safety shoes provide protection for

Upper arm 2.7 %
Lower arm 10.8 %

At the BLANCO logistics centre in Bruchsal the aim is to

Accident Book on this page. This will provide a digital register

Authorised employees can refer to the system directly (only in

of all injuries that do not require a doctor’s appointment.

anonymised form in line with data privacy policy) in order to
assess injury focus areas so that they can develop preventive
improvement measures more quickly.

the ankle from external physical impact, stabilising the foot
joint so as to prevent spraining. The aim is to ultimately

		

Potential improvements were identified

reduce or avoid injuries.

		

production and logistics, when an

ergonomics study was carried out by BLANCO Canada.
Leg

2.7 %

Installation of lifting gear in the milling department and
the acquisition of a palletising robot for the packagingdepartment helped considerably reduce the number of

Foot

24.3 %

workplace injuries in 2016 and 2017. No workplace
accidents were reported in the milling department at all
in 2017.
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Ausbildung

School cooperations

Training Open Day

We are especially committed to cooperating with schools

For all those who would like to find out about our vocational

since this gives us the opportunity to establish early contact

training programme we organise an Open Day at our voca-

with the talent of the future. Here BANCO offers placements

tional training centre once a year. This event enables all those

for careers orientation, applicant training sessions, careers

interested to gain their own impression of our training set-up.

counselling, plant visits and a “Metals Day” where trainees in

Trainees and dual education students provide information

the first year of their course pass on the skills and knowledge

about their professions at stations they design themselves.

they have acquired to school students from partner schools.

The Open Day naturally offers a range of opportunities for
people to get a first hand experience of metal processing and
observe trainees going about their work.
As of 1.9.2017, BLANCO employs 55 young people as
trainees and as dual education students. In order to be
able to continue to recruit young talent from within our
own ranks in the future, we attach particular importance to
high-quality education based on our own training vision.

We start with an induction week to integrate our new

BLANCO has a training framework plan for each training

trainees and dual education students. Talks and guided

profession and degree course. This defines the full range

tours for trainees allow them to find out more about the

of knowledge and skills taught over the duration of the

company’s guidelines, structures, products and sites. In

programme in question. Everyone who takes over responsi-

the training course itself, they not only learn the technical

bility for the development of trainees at BLANCO undergoes

expertise they need but also acquire social and methodo-

a 3-day intensive training course to obtain the BLANCO AdA

logical skills. They also go on a three-day stay at a holiday

certificate (a trainer qualification specific to BLANCO). After

village where the focus is on communication, teamwork

completion of the trainee coaching course, our voluntary

and responsibility.

trainee coaches take on responsibility for preparing the
youngsters for working life.

Social skills are especially trained in the second year
during a “Social Week”. Trainees in all professions spend
a week at a charitable social institution such as the Haus
Edelberg senior citizens’ home, Bruchsal food bank,
Bretten nursery school for the disabled or the disabled
workshop facility Lebenshilfe Bruchsal-Bretten.
Technical expertise is of prime importance to us.
We have a modern vocational training centre where our
full-time training staff teach professional skills par excellence.

BLANCOjunior
Another highlight of our vocational training programme is
the Junior Company. This aims not just to be a section of
the training course involved with value creation but also to
convey key elements of professional training through
active involvement in running a company. The focus here is
on development, production and marketing of products via
the BLANCOjuniorshop on the intranet.

Basic training in our technical professions is traditionally a key
focus in order to develop skilled employees for our company.
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commitment

BLANCO as a
supportive employer

Promoting young talent

AFS

TECHNOlino

BLANCO supports intercultural encounters and every year

TECHNOlino is an initiative established by Südwestmetall

sends one or two young people abroad for a year in

with the aim of getting children into contact with science

“Young talent from among our
own ranks”

collaboration with the AFS (American Field Service). Young

and technology at a young age. We cooperate with nine

BLANCO employs numerous students every semester.

Our students start with an induction programme, making it

people from our region with an interest in spending a year

regional nursery schools where research corners have

Talented youngsters start out at BLANCO as interns,

easier for them to get to know BLANCO. This programme

abroad can apply for partial grant. Before going away, the

been set up and the children get busy doing scientific

trainee students or thesis students and we take the

includes:

exchange students get to know our company and when

experiments. What is more, a different group of children

opportunity of this initial collaboration to set the foundation

•	Creo intensive course (for all students starting in the area

they return they give a final presentation and discuss

visits our vocational training centre every year to get a

for long-term personnel development. Not only do we

their experience.

hands-on experience of the properties of metal. The

conduct career interviews as part of these placements,

• BLANCO welcome event

programme includes bending, drilling, filing, scratching

students who demonstrate outstanding achievements also

• Product training

and hammering, and at the end of it all, each child gets to

get the chance of a much sought-after recommendation for

• BLANCO Starter

take their own self-made sand spade away with them.

the BLANCO Talent Pool. Talent Pool members regularly

• Guided plant tour

Girls’ Day
We are particularly keen to promote girls in classic male
professions. For this reason we have been involved in the
nationwide “Girls’ Day” for several years. Young women gain
an insight into the facets of metal processing and work on
a project with the assistance of trainees and trainers. They
are then allowed to take their finished workpiece home with
them. In the course of the day, the girls also find about
BLANCO and the vocational training courses it offers.

of development)

receive our employee magazine HORIZONTE and are invited
Heinrich Blanc Foundation

to our year-end party or summer party.

In addition to regular student get-togethers (after-work

The Heinrich Blanc Award is presented by the Heinrich

meet-ups, bowling, dinner out in the evening), the CEO

Blanc Foundation once a year in recognition of outstanding

invites students to lunch every semester to discuss the

bachelor’s and master’s degree assignments or comparable

company’s current performance, finishing off with an open

academic dissertations which introduce innovative product

round of questions.

ideas, production concepts or management strategies
as a contribution to strengthening SMEs in Germany.
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Personnel development

Our employees are the company’s most important

As a supplement, there are also dedicated development

success factor. For this reason, well-targeted

programmes offered over a specific period to certain target

individual development and support are crucial to

groups which are made up of a combination of measures.

BLANCO MOVE – direct entry for
ambitious university graduates
The opportunity to take on responsibility early on, get to

There are now seven MOVERs on board, while four former

know varied perspectives and enjoy the benefit of excellent

MOVERs have taken on responsibility in key new positions.

BLANCO offers a wide range of development

advanced training and professional support – these are

The departments benefit from the support of the MOVERs:

measures: at the individual level, the BLANCO Academy

just some of the advantages of our special direct entry

projects are actively advanced, and the internal development

enables staff to take part in internal and external training

programme.

of these highly educated youngsters means that future

achieving corporate targets.

vacancies for demanding positions can be filled with high

courses, web-based training, coaching, team development
workshops and conflict facilitation sessions. Examples

BLANCO offers highly motivated university graduates an

of internal and external training courses include our

additional attractive career start option: BLANCO MOVE –

comprehensive project manager training, methods courses

the special newcomer programme.

and courses in the area of health and work-life balance. We
work with a number of seminar organisers and trainers so

MOVE

STEP

LEAD

The MOVE programme is defined by the four principles of
added value, orientation, responsibility and development.

as to genuinely be able to cover the full range of topics.

In the course of three intensive placements lasting approx.

		

MOVE involves a range of options for

Theses measures are developed based on target or

nine months each, participants pass through various stations

		

placements abroad with BLANCO

feedback reviews between managers and staff as well

in the areas of marketing/sales, production/technology and

		

subsidiaries.

as annual reviews between managers and the personnel
development department: this ensures they are geared
towards BLANCO employees’ individual requirements.
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potentials from inside the company.

BLANCO Academy
Flexible coverage of the individual
development needs of all employees

business administration. A period of time spent abroad is
also included as an integral feature. It is possible to start
the programme at any time.
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BLANCO STEP – the employee
advancement programme
BLANCO STEP aims to provide targeted support
for employees with experience and help them take
on responsible tasks.

Challenging additional tasks or job rotations are planned,
and participants also go through a Development Center
(a through analysis of strengths and learning areas), join
cross-departmental group projects and take part in training
courses and mentoring.

BLANCO LEAD – the
executive programme
Leadership is an essential task that defines our
corporate culture and collaboration.

Since 2012 one or two modules of our executive programme
have been held every year, enabling intense focus on current
management and collaboration issues. All BLANCO executives
take part in these training courses and workshops.

STEP is based on the principles of self-reflection,

BLANCO Values

training, development and advancement: it sets out
to provide committed employees with the opportunity
to become even more aware of their skill potential,
put it to more effective use and develop it further.
Employees can apply to participate in the programme
and are selected based on clearly defined criteria. The
programme lasts two years and comprises a wide range
of different development measures– starting with structured
development planning to ensure that development target
areas are explicitly defined so as to be able actively plan
and manage the learning programme.

		

In view of globalisation, international

		

collaboration is becoming increasingly

		

important, too. For this reason – and

in order to establish an internationally streamlined
management philosophy – training courses and workshops have also regularly involved managers from our
subsidiaries since 2014. This enhances networking
between our international executives as well as enabling
managers from smaller subsidiaries to benefit from this
kind of development opportunity.
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Collaboration
a) Working in the matrix
b) Conflict resolution
c) Resilience & wellbeing

Leadership
a) Leading with objectives
b) Leading as a coach
c) Leading in times
of change
d) Maintaining resilience &
wellbeing of employees
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Flehinger Str. 59

75038 Oberderdingen

Telefon 07045 44-81100

www.blanco-germany.com
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